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I
INTRODUCTION

A large body of research documents the link between corporal punishment and child-behavior problems such as aggression, delinquency, and criminality. Until fairly recently, these studies largely ignored the potential influence of a family’s culture on the links between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment—that is, culture as a kind of filter that can ease or exacerbate the effects of corporal punishment on child behavior. But a growing body of literature brings into question whether these links are generalizable to families from a broad range of cultural backgrounds. Researchers have increasingly investigated how different cultural contexts contribute to parents’ attitudes, goals, and practices in raising their children. Specific parenting practices may have different effects on children’s behavior, depending on the cultural contexts in which the parenting occurs.

This paper first reviews research within American samples that has examined the cultural differences and similarities in associations between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment. Second, it describes parental warmth as a moderator of those same links. Third, it documents the role of parents’ beliefs about corporal punishment. Fourth, it addresses why there may be cultural differences in the links between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment. Fifth, it considers an apparent paradox regarding within-culture versus between-culture effects. Finally, it summarizes the implications of the research in this area for the global community.
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II

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES IN LINKS BETWEEN CORPORAL PUNISHMENT AND CHILDREN’S ADJUSTMENT IN AMERICAN SAMPLES

Researchers investigating the potential differences in the relationship between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment have focused primarily on externalizing behavioral outcomes such as aggression and delinquency, and secondarily on internalizing outcomes such as depression and anxiety. Most of this research has focused on comparisons between European American and African American families. These studies have reported four patterns of findings:

A. Studies Reporting a Significant Relationship Between Corporal Punishment and Behavior Problems for European Americans; Weak or No Relationship for African Americans and Hispanics

1. After accounting for the effect of children’s antisocial behavior on their parents’ use of corporal punishment, European American children’s antisocial behavior elicited more-frequent corporal punishment. African American children’s antisocial behavior, though, was unrelated to the frequency with which their parents used such punishment.

2. Using a representative community sample, a study found that although the experience of corporal punishment in the first five years of life was associated with higher levels of teacher- and peer-reported behavior problems for European American children in third grade, this was not so for a similar cohort of African American children. No significant association between the experience of corporal punishment and subsequent teacher- and peer-reported behaviors was found for African American children.

3. A study reported generally similar associations between spanking and child-behavior problems across racial and ethnic groups, but reported a trend for a weaker relationship for African Americans than for European Americans.

4. A study found a significant association between corporal punishment and clinical thresholds of behavior problems for European American children, yet this association was not significant for African American or Hispanic children.


5. Data from the Early Head Start Research and Evaluation Study led to a finding that, after controlling for earlier aggression, corporal punishment of three-year-olds was significantly associated with concurrent, parent-reported child aggression for European American families, but not for African American or Hispanic families.\(^7\)

B. Studies Reporting a Significant Relationship Between Corporal Punishment and More Behavior Problems for European Americans, but Fewer Behavior Problems for African American and Hispanics

1. Using an African American and a Hispanic sample and controlling for baseline child-behavior problems, corporal punishment was found to be unrelated to child-reported externalizing (acting out) problems and was related to fewer parent-reported externalizing problems fifteen months later.\(^8\)

2. A longitudinal study following children for five years and controlling for prior conduct problems found that spanking statistically predicted more fights at elementary school for European American children but fewer fights for African American children.\(^9\)

3. A study found significant ethnic differences in how corporal punishment during a child's first five years of life predicted three of the seven adolescent behaviors assessed, and significant ethnic differences in how corporal punishment at ages eleven and thirteen predicted all seven externalizing outcomes at age sixteen, controlling for parents' marital status, socioeconomic status, and child temperament.\(^10\) The study's findings showed that the experience of corporal punishment at each point was related to higher levels of subsequent behaviors for European American adolescents but lower levels of such behaviors for African American adolescents.

4. A study found a significant negative correlation between race and corporal punishment in African American boys, with mothers' reports of corporal punishment leading to lower levels of teacher-rated (but not mother-rated) behaviors.\(^11\)
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C. Study Reporting Stronger Relationship Between Corporal Punishment and Behavioral Problems for African Americans than European Americans

Although there is evidence that effects of physical abuse are more detrimental for African American than European American youth, only one study examining racial differences in the relationship between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment has reported worse effects of corporal punishment for African American than European American youth. Using data from boys in the Pittsburgh Youth Study, a study reported that frequent use of corporal punishment predicted more teacher-rated conduct problems six months later for African American boys at ages seven, nine, and eleven, but for European American boys only at age seven. No racial differences were found for boys at ages thirteen or fifteen or in the relationship between corporal punishment and mother-reported conduct problems.

D. Studies Reporting No Difference in the Relationship Between Corporal Punishment and Behavior Problems for African Americans, Hispanics, and European Americans

1. A study found no racial or ethnic differences in their models, which included links between spanking frequency and children’s internalizing and externalizing behavior.

2. In two sets of analyses using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY), parents’ use of corporal punishment was found to be related to higher levels of children’s initial antisocial behavior as well as to increases in children’s antisocial behavior over time. These effects did not differ by race or ethnicity, but the introduction of a child’s age as a separate variable indicated that although the effects of corporal punishment on children’s antisocial behavior became more detrimental with their increasing ages, this association was less detrimental for African American and Hispanic children in the sample.

3. Another study using data from the NLSY conducted separate analyses for each racial and ethnic group and concluded that the expected correlations between corporal punishment and externalizing problems were found more for
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European American than for African American or Hispanic youth, although it was not possible to test these differences statistically. Nevertheless, corporal punishment was related to more internalizing and externalizing problems for youth in all three groups.

4. A study concluded that for both high-risk African American and European American children in the Longitudinal Studies of Child Abuse and Neglect, corporal punishment at age six led to increases in future parent-reported externalizing behaviors by age eight, but only for children who were predisposed to such behaviors at age four. The authors framed their finding as a “punishment exacerbation effect,” suggesting that for both African American and European American children, corporal punishment exacerbates problems for children predisposed to impulsive, aggressive, or noncompliant behaviors.

5. Similarly, a study using data from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development found no racial or ethnic differences, but reported that mother-reported child-behavior problems at thirty-six months and in first grade were predicted longitudinally by parents’ earlier use of corporal punishment, especially for children who were difficult to parent at age six months.

These studies suggest that corporal punishment may affect children’s behavior in different ways depending on factors other than race or ethnicity (namely, a child’s predisposition for certain behavior).

E. Studies of Asian American Parents’ Use of Corporal Punishment

There is some evidence that Asian Americans may be more accepting of physical force in childrearing than are European Americans, but very few studies have examined the links between Asian American parents’ use of corporal punishment and their children’s adjustment.

A study of Chinese American adolescents found that adolescents’ reports of their parents’ use of harsh discipline (including corporal punishment) were related to the adolescents’ depressive symptoms, controlling for family income, education, and immigrant-generation status. Likewise, in a study of working-
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class, Asian American–Pacific Islanders between ten and eighteen years old, higher levels of harsh parental discipline (including corporal punishment) were associated with more-externalizing problems. On the other hand, a study of Cambodian, Chinese, Laotian or Mien, and Vietnamese youth found that their reports of their parents’ discipline practices were not significantly related to their reports of their own delinquency.

Despite their conclusions, all three of these studies were based on relatively small samples, did not disaggregate corporal punishment from other forms of harsh discipline (such as threatening to lock the child out of the house), and did not compare Asian Americans with other groups; it is thus unclear whether the relationship between corporal punishment and child adjustment is weaker, stronger, or about the same as it would be in other cultural groups.

F. Cultural Differences that Do Not Focus on Race or Ethnicity

Although culture is often defined in terms of race or ethnicity, it can include a wide range of socially defined groups. Religion has emerged as an important cultural distinction that is related to parents’ use of corporal punishment. Conservative Protestants (Adventists and Baptists, for example) were found to be more likely to report using corporal punishment and more likely to believe in its efficacy than were parents with other or no religious affiliation. In particular, conservative Protestant parents were more likely to believe that corporal punishment prevents future child misbehaviors and that it has less detrimental effects on children in terms of their social and moral development. In fact, the principle of “sparing the rod and spoiling the child” has been advanced by conservative Protestant church leaders and popular media figures, such as James Dobson, who give parenting advice.

These cultural values related to religion may be more important than race or ethnicity in shaping parents’ discipline strategies and children’s responses to them.

Culture also has been defined in terms of geographic region and socioeconomic status (SES). Corporal punishment is used more frequently by lower-SES families, and is more prevalent in the South than in other regions of the United States. Yet there is some evidence that individual differences in
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corporal punishment do not as strongly predict individual differences in child aggressive behavior in low-SES compared to high-SES groups. Using the NLSY to address the limitation that many studies confound race, ethnicity, and SES, one study found complex relationships between children’s age, ethnicity, poverty status, spanking frequency, and behavior problems. Specifically, spanking produced stronger negative effects for younger Hispanic children than for older ones, but the opposite was true for European American and African American children. Furthermore, the age differences in punishment effects between African American and Hispanic families were stronger in low-SES families, but the differences between African American and European American families were stronger in high-SES families. Similarly, the relationship between spanking and a child’s reading scores and vocabulary depended on ethnicity and poverty status. The authors concluded that (1) more-frequent spanking was related to more behavior problems for children in all three racial and ethnic groups, (2) there was a generally weaker pattern of association between spanking and behavior problems for African American children, and (3) the associations depended on the family’s poverty status. Others reviewing the links between corporal punishment and child adjustment concluded that the research to date was inconclusive regarding any differences between African Americans and European Americans in these associations.

Taken together, the body of research on cultural differences and similarities in links between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment in American samples can be used to support two main conclusions. First, despite a few exceptions that show corporal punishment to be related to better behavior for African American youth, studies generally report either that parents’ use of corporal punishment is associated with more child-adjustment problems (even if the relationship is weaker among some groups than others) or that there is no association between corporal punishment and child adjustment. This supports the argument that corporal punishment does not show enough benefits across cultural groups within the United States to justify its use. Second, the literature presents a complicated pattern of findings in which the strength of the association between corporal punishment and child adjustment often differs by cultural group (either race, ethnicity, region of residence, or religion). So corporal punishment is not consistently associated with behavior problems in the same way across all cultural groups; understanding the implications of corporal punishment for a given child is more appropriately a matter of understanding the broader cultural and parent–child contexts in which it is used.

For judges and the law, the complexity of the research findings presents a dilemma regarding the extent to which blanket injunctions should be made
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against the use of corporal punishment. The bulk of the research shows that corporal punishment has detrimental effects on children from a range of ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic backgrounds or that there are no long-term benefits of using corporal punishment. These findings suggest that from a scientific perspective, a ban on corporal punishment would be warranted despite the evidence that corporal punishment does not affect all children in the same way.

III
THE ROLE OF PARENTAL WARMTH

The outcomes associated with a given discipline strategy may depend on how children perceive their parents’ disciplinary messages. Children are less likely to internalize the disciplinary messages their parents are trying to convey and may show worse long-term adjustment if they perceive the discipline as being unfair or unreasonable. If parents are out of control and angry when disciplining their children, the message received by the children may be that the experience is scary and unpredictable. But if parents discipline their children as a controlled part of an overall parenting plan, then the message received by the children may be that although the discipline is unpleasant, it is carried out in a careful manner with their best interests at heart.

There is some evidence that corporal punishment and children’s adjustment are unrelated after taking into account aspects of parenting such as warmth and involvement. This may be because the trust and reciprocity engendered in parent–child relationships by parental warmth may offset the potentially deleterious effects of corporal punishment. For example, one study found that spanking predicted an increase in mother-reported internalizing and externalizing problems over time for European American, African American,
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and Hispanic children, but only in the context of low maternal support. In a sample of three- to eight-year-old children in English biological and adoptive families, researchers examined the correlation between interviewer-rated harshness of maternal corporal punishment and parent-rated negative child behavior and tested whether the correlation varied as a function of maternal warmth or mother–child genetic similarity. For both genetically related and adoptive mother–child dyads, corporal punishment and negative child behaviors were positively correlated only in dyads that were low in maternal warmth. Both of these studies reported that the correlation between corporal punishment and child adjustment depended on the level of warmth in the parent–child relationship. Parental acceptance–rejection theory suggests that if children interpret their parents’ use of corporal punishment as evidence of rejection or an absence of love, it will have deleterious effects on their adjustment. The association between parents’ use of corporal punishment and children’s adjustment was no longer significant after statistically controlling for children’s perceptions of the harshness and justness of their parents’ corporal punishment. Similarly, parents’ use of corporal punishment negatively affects children’s adjustment in part by making children feel rejected. The effect of punishment may depend on the context in which it is employed and the meaning that it delivers for the child. The take-home message from this set of studies is that although corporal punishment is an important aspect of parent–child relationships, the overall context of that relationship might be more important in explaining children’s responses to corporal punishment than whether the parent uses it.

IV

THE ROLE OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT BELIEFS

Family and cultural contexts may affect the association between parents’ behavior and children’s adjustment to the extent that they influence how children construe their parents’ behaviors. The parental acceptance–rejection theory, for example, considers children’s perceptions of their parents’
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acceptance and rejection to be of paramount importance.\textsuperscript{41} If children believe that their parents’ use of corporal punishment is indicative of “good” and caring parenting, there may be no association between that type of discipline and children’s adjustment problems. But if children do not perceive that type of discipline as being indicative of good parenting, they may associate being disciplined with being rejected by their parents, which could be related to higher levels of problem behavior.

Sweden is a particularly interesting country in which to study corporal-punishment beliefs because in 1979 it became the first of several nations to ban corporal punishment explicitly.\textsuperscript{42} Swedish parents’ endorsement of corporal punishment as a necessary disciplinary method has declined over time, both before and after the ban (from fifty-three percent in 1965 to eleven percent by 1996).\textsuperscript{43} Use of corporal punishment in Sweden has declined along with declined endorsement of its use:\textsuperscript{44} though nearly every child born in the mid-1950s experienced corporal punishment,\textsuperscript{45} only forty-five percent of mothers surveyed in 2000 reported ever using it.\textsuperscript{46} Based on the data from Sweden, one would expect that legal bans of corporal punishment in other countries would be followed by changes in societal norms about the appropriateness of corporal punishment and a decline in its use.

In spite of the legal ban and prevailing attitudes, there is still considerable variation in disciplinary practices and beliefs in Sweden. In one study examining school-age children’s beliefs about the appropriateness of corporal punishment, about one third of the children reported that their parents might hypothetically use corporal punishment, and about half felt that corporal punishment was acceptable and indicative of parental love and concern.\textsuperscript{47} In another study researchers compared longitudinal data collected in Tennessee as part of the Nashville Parenting Project to a sample from Trollhättan, Sweden, to examine
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\textsuperscript{47} Emma Sorbring, Margaretha Rödholm-Funnemark & Kerstin Palmérus, Boys’ and Girls’ Perceptions of Parental Discipline in Transgression Situations, 12 INFANT & CHILD DEV. 53, 58–63 (2003). The researchers were not able to ask the children explicitly whether they had been corporally punished or not.
whether American and Swedish children’s perceptions regarding the acceptability of their parents’ discipline strategies differed. Children in each country were presented with a series of hypothetical vignettes in which a child misbehaves and the mother intervenes; the type of misbehavior and mothers’ discipline strategies varied across vignettes. Children were then asked to rate their agreement with statements regarding whether the mother was trying to harm the child, whether the mother was showing her love to the child, whether the mother was trying to prevent future misbehavior in the child, and whether the mother was a “good” parent. American children generally endorsed parents’ use of corporal punishment, whereas Swedish children had wider variation in their views, with half reporting that corporal punishment was acceptable and the other half reporting that it was not. In contrast, the American and Swedish children’s perceptions regarding parents’ use of reasoning and explanation were quite similar, with children in both countries agreeing that these methods of discipline were “good” forms of parenting. These findings suggest that children’s beliefs about the appropriateness of corporal punishment are shaped, in part, by the societal standards reflected in corporal-punishment laws.

Data regarding children’s own discipline experiences and associated behavior problems were not available for the Swedish sample, but in the American sample, such data were examined in relation to children’s perceptions regarding the acceptability of corporal punishment. For European American children, corporal punishment was associated with higher levels of problem behaviors in children with the least positive beliefs about such punishment but was associated with lower levels of problem behaviors in children with the most positive beliefs about it. For African American children, there were nonsignificant, negative associations between corporal punishment and behavior problems both for children who endorsed the use of corporal punishment as well as for those who did not. These findings suggest that a child’s ethnic or cultural environment contributes to different interpretations of parental behaviors in ways that might lead to different outcomes for children.

V

WHAT COULD ACCOUNT FOR CULTURAL DIFFERENCES?

Within cultural groups, parental warmth and parents’ and children’s beliefs about the advisability of using corporal punishment appear to be important to an understanding of how corporal punishment will relate to a child’s adjustment. Variation occurs not just within cultures but also between cultures. What factors might account for differences between cultures in links between
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corporal punishment and child adjustment? Some propose that the meaning children attach to the experience of corporal punishment depends on the cultural context in which it is administered. If corporal punishment is the norm within a given culture, then children may believe that their parents are using corporal punishment as part of a planned strategy that is in their best interests; this could serve as a buffer against the adverse effects of corporal punishment. If, however, corporal punishment is not the norm within a given cultural context, then children may believe that their parents are out of control and rejecting, which may exacerbate children’s maladjustment. There is evidence that cultural norms are indeed related to children’s interpretation of corporal punishment as indicating parental hostility or not, which in turn mediates the link between corporal punishment and children’s adjustment. In attribution-theory terms, a nonnormative experience holds greater information value than a normative one, leading to internal attributions about its cause. Between-culture differences in the normativeness of corporal punishment might help account for children’s and parents’ beliefs about its advisability within a given cultural context.

Consistent with this perspective, African Americans are more likely than European Americans to believe that corporal punishment is an appropriate and effective disciplinary strategy. The idea that “I’d rather my child get a beating from me than from the police” is common in the African American community. African American families have been found to experience higher levels of stress, and parents worried more about their children’s future aggressiveness than did European Americans, accounting for African American parents’ more-frequent use of corporal punishment. In parenting narratives, African American parents and community elders have articulated their beliefs that corporal punishment was more effective than reasoning as a form of discipline, but also that corporal punishment should be accompanied by teaching rather than anger.
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The context in which corporal punishment is administered may be more important than the corporal punishment itself in determining its effects on children’s development. African American parents use corporal punishment more frequently than do European American parents; in this more-normative family-cultural context, family variations in punishment are unrelated to long-term outcomes for children. In contrast, the positive correlation between early corporal punishment and later deviant-behavior problems in European American children is robust.

One study of corporal punishment in mother–child dyads in six countries (China, India, Italy, Kenya, the Philippines, and Thailand) extended the question of cultural moderation into an international context to directly address the issue of cultural normativeness. The researchers found that the perceived normativeness of corporal punishment moderates the association between children’s experiencing such punishment and their associated aggression and anxiety. So more-frequent use of corporal punishment is less strongly associated with adverse child outcomes in countries where such punishment is more normative.

Figure 1 depicts the significant results indicating the influential role of cultural normativeness in the link between mothers’ use of corporal punishment and children’s adjustment. “High” and “low” reflect use of corporal
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punishment at values one standard deviation above and below the mean, calculated across the entire sample. The numbers in parentheses after each country name show the country’s rank in the normativeness of corporal punishment as indicated by the average of mothers’ reports of how frequently they use it (with 1 being the least normative and 6 being the most normative). More-frequent use of corporal punishment was related to higher levels of child aggression and anxiety in all countries, but the countries in which corporal punishment was the least typical showed the strongest positive association between individual mothers’ use of corporal punishment and their children’s behavior problems.64

VI
WITHIN- VERSUS BETWEEN-CULTURE EFFECTS

Research suggesting that greater normativeness of corporal punishment within a cultural group weakens the link between a child’s individual experience of punishment and his or her aggressive behavior may appear inconsistent with other results suggesting that greater acceptability of corporal punishment within a cultural group is associated with higher levels of societal violence. For example, the cultural-spillover theory of violence suggests that if societies condone violence for legitimate purposes, such as rearing children or punishing criminals, individuals within the society are themselves more likely to use violence for both socially legitimate and criminal purposes.65 Likewise, other forms of violence are accepted more readily in cultural contexts in which corporal punishment is frequent.66

This apparent paradox involving within- and between-culture effects could be explained through a framework that models aggressive behavior at a culture-wide level and parental rejection at an individual level.67 Within a particular culture, children who are corporally punished may not show worse adjustment than children who are not if children perceive such punishment as typical and therefore not as a sign of parental rejection.68 Yet within such a culture, children may internalize norms regarding the appropriateness of corporal punishment69 and generalize those norms to the acceptability of using physical force in other domains of life. Together, these two processes could result in higher societal levels of violence in cultural groups in which corporal punishment of children is
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normative, even if there is no apparent adverse effect on an individual child compared to other children in that cultural group. Indeed, this explanation is supported by the analyses of data from the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample of anthropological records showing higher societal levels of violence in cultural groups in which the corporal punishment of children is the norm. These findings suggest that if legal systems are able to change norms regarding the acceptability of corporal punishment by outlawing its use, there may be trickle-down effects related to less endorsement of the use of other forms of violent or aggressive behavior.

VII
IMPLICATIONS

The anthropology literature includes many examples of parental behaviors that might be perceived as detrimental to children in one cultural context but not in another. For example, folk remedies at times involve practices that leave burns or other marks when parents try to treat their children’s medical symptoms. These practices are not intended to hurt children, but rather to help them recover from illness. These kinds of practices become problematic, however, when parents use them outside of their accepted setting, as when families immigrate to the United States and such practices conflict with American definitions of child abuse or neglect. For example, an English judge dismissed a case involving a mother who made small cuts on the cheeks of her two sons after evidence was introduced that in the mother’s native tribe, the purpose of making the cuts was to initiate her sons into the tribe. Within the United States, ear piercing and male circumcision are accepted practices that physically hurt children and permanently alter their appearance; nevertheless, these practices are not defined as being abusive and are not presumed to be detrimental to children’s long-term adjustment.

71. Lansford & Dodge, supra note 67.
Yet using cultural normativeness as a justification for particular parenting practices has its limits. For example, although the cultures that practice female circumcision defend it as a culturally normative practice with spiritual implications, the practice has been condemned by the global community as being abusive to and having long-term negative effects on women. Practices such as these may necessitate applying a global standard to protect children from serious long-term harm.

Studying cultural differences in effects of corporal punishment on child development in the current global context may be further complicated by the United Nations and the World Health Organization’s goals to reduce parents’ use of corporal punishment on a global scale. In 1989 the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child placed the protection of children’s rights at the forefront of concerns facing the international community. The 192 countries that have ratified the Convention have committed themselves to ensuring children’s rights in a number of domains, particularly protecting children from abuse and exploitation. Article 19 requires that countries “take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation” and indicates that these protective measures should be accompanied by “the establishment of social programmes to provide necessary support for the child and for those who have the care of the child.”

The World Health Organization has argued that the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child should serve as a starting point for countries to work collectively to eliminate child abuse, and it has taken action to begin reaching that goal. The United Nations’ global study of violence against children concluded that the study “should mark a turning point—an end to adult justification of violence against children, whether accepted as ‘tradition’ or disguised as ‘discipline.’” The study challenged social norms condoning any form of violence against children, including corporal punishment. Partly as a result of this mission, parenting specialists in many cultures in which corporal punishment has been the norm have been trying to alter parents’ disciplinary
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strategies. Such attempts may alter the normativeness of corporal punishment within a given cultural context and, thereby, its relation with children’s adjustment. If these interventions are successful, the challenge will be to work with parents to devise alternate child-behavior management strategies that do not rely on corporal punishment.

VIII
CONCLUSIONS

Studies that have examined links between parents’ use of corporal punishment and children’s adjustment have not reached consensus regarding whether cultural differences affect these associations. The majority of these studies have compared European Americans with African Americans, reporting patterns of findings that could lead to one of two conclusions: either the complex relationship between corporal punishment and child adjustment differs across cultural groups, or corporal punishment rarely has beneficial effects for any cultural group and is therefore not justified. Regardless of cultural group, parents’ warmth has been shown to provide an important context for corporal punishment, though, in that significant associations between parents’ use of punishment and children’s adjustment problems are sometimes found only in the context of low parental warmth. Beliefs about the acceptability and effectiveness of corporal punishment also provide an important context: if parents’ use of corporal punishment conveys to children that their parents reject them, this perception can increase children’s adjustment problems.

Parents and children in different cultural groups may interpret corporal punishment as either an appropriate and effective discipline strategy or not, depending on the normativeness of corporal punishment within their group. Although corporal punishment is generally related to more behavior problems regardless of cultural group, this association is weaker in countries in which corporal punishment is the norm. Yet cultures in which corporal punishment is the norm also have higher levels of societal violence.

Complicating matters, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child has turned global attention to eliminating all forms of violence against children, including parents’ use of corporal punishment, and the United Nations and the World Health Organization are working to change cultural norms about the appropriateness of corporal punishment and to implement parenting programs designed to reduce parents’ use of such punishment. Even if the effects of corporal punishment differ depending on the context in which it is used, there is too little evidence that corporal punishment has beneficial effects to justify its use. Therefore, from a global perspective, the implication for law

and policy is that societies have an obligation to prevent all forms of violence against children, including corporal punishment.